SCMP has been at the heart of this story for 118 years
Since 1903, we have
been the authoritative
voice of credible
reporting on China and
Asia for more than a
century.
With bureaus in the
United States, Europe,
Australia, and Southeast
Asia, SCMP provides
comprehensive coverage
of China’s growing
impact on the world.

Conversations
about global
issues

Our mission is to lead
the global conversation
about China and Asia.
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SCMP is journalism that matters
140 awards in 2020 and 121 awards in 2021 to date
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CIRCULATION

PRINT
READERSHIP
Headquartered in Hong Kong, our teams span across
Asia and the United States, working together to
connect with news consumers around the world. We
are committed to informing and inspiring through
journalism of the highest standards.

SCMP

SMP

105,347

82,117

350,000

South China Morning Post
(Monday - Saturday)

Sunday Morning Post

South China Morning Post &
Sunday Morning Post combined

1

2
34%

1

2

47%

29%2

under 30

2

30 to 39

18%2

Our vision is to “ Elevate Thought “ and our mission is
to “ Lead the global conversation about China. “

19%2
50 +

40 to 49

Female

53%

2

Male

We develop news content 24/7, driven by world-class
journalists, editors, visual artists, photographers and
videographers, all guided by the principle of “Truth and
Fairness”.
SCMP reaches an influential readership everyday with
our flagship product the South China Morning Post. We
also attract millions of eyeballs monthly through the
SCMP.com digital platform. From desktop to mobile
site and mobile app to tablet, we offer the delivery
options that give your brand the exposure you need.
Leverage SCMP’s extensive resources and relationships
to create the connections you want, and influence the
demographics you need.

READERSHIP

GENDER

AGE

POSITION

QUALIFICATION

43%

2

Professional / Managers /
Executives / Traders / Proprietors

53%

2

University
or above

Sources:
1. Average Net Circulation Per Issue, Print and Digital Editions, HKABC Audit Jul-Dec 2016

PURCHASING POWER

34%

2

Monthly Household Income
HK$60,000 or above

FAMILY

58%

2

Children
in Household

2. Print Readership, 2020 Q4 Nielsen Media Index, Hong Kong Report
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Amongst local and international daily print publications, we have the highest number of readers with...

Senior and influential
business executives

The Ipsos Global Business Influencers (GBI) survey
is the world’s leading study tracking the media,
business, financial, luxury, and travel habits of
the most senior global business executives. GBI
is the industry currency survey of reaching and
understanding this audience globally across
17 countries.

Affluent and
keen investors

Luxury product users

Personal net
worth of US$3m+

Premium car
worth >US$150k

Frequent business- or
first- class travellers &
stayed in luxury hotels

10+ hotel night stays for
business/leisure

C-suite job level

6+ investment/
financial products

Fine jewelleries worth
>US$10k
First/business class
business/leisure trips

Property
worth of US$2m+

Watch
worth >US$10k

Source:
Global Business Influencers Survey 2020 (Print edition): Hong Kong Report/Ipsos
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WILL BEIJING LET
GO OF MARKETS?

TRAINING PRODIGY OUT
TO CARVE OWN PATH

ZOOMING IN ON AN
INVISIBLE WORLD

Latest in our series on the 40th
anniversary of China’s opening up

Joseph O’Brien will be pitted against his
father Aidan at HK International Races

Photographs reveals the life of a
Filipino domestic worker in HK

> FOCUS A6-7

> SPORT B14

> ASIA A10

G20 SUMMIT

President Xi Jinping (front left) and his US counterpart Donald Trump (second from right) face each other along with their delegations, during their dinner on the sidelines of the Group of 20 summit in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Photo: AP

XI AND TRUMP AGREE TO TRADE WAR TRUCE
Leaders end their G20 discussions with a 90-day halt on further tariffs, in
return for Chinese promise to negotiate purchase of more American goods
Zhou Xin in Buenos Aires
and John Carter

FULL COVERAGE

Presidents Xi Jinping and Donald
Trump agreed to a 90-day trade
truce to allow for further talks to
address US concerns, after China
committed to buying a “very
substantial” amount of American
exports, the White House said in a
statement late yesterday.
Chinese officials said the
country would buy more products from the United States to narrow the bilateral trade gap.
At the same time, Trump
agreed to postpone a scheduled
increase in tariffs next month on
US$200 billion in Chinese imports
while talks to address American
concerns about Beijing’s trade
practices took place.
If there is no deal at the end of
the 90-day grace period, the US
will increase tariffs on the US$200
billion in goods from 10 per cent
to 25 per cent. The negotiations,
and therefore the 90 days, were to
begin immediately.

A truce, not a peace treaty > A3
Markets tipped to be ‘elated’ > A3
Malbec and steaks > A3
G20 communique cut > A3
Keeping up appearances > A4
The style of the first ladies > A4
How trade war has unfolded > A4
Editorial, Harry’s View > A12

It’s an incredible
deal. What I’d be
doing is holding
back on tariffs.
China will be
opening up
U.S. PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

“President Trump and
President Xi have agreed to immediately begin negotiations on
structural changes with respect to
forced technology transfer, intellectual property protection, nontariff barriers, cyber intrusions
and cybertheft, services and agriculture,” the White House said.
“Both parties agree that they
will endeavour to have this transaction completed within the next
90 days. If at the end of this period
of time, the parties are unable to
reach an agreement, the 10 per
cent tariffs will be raised to 25 per
cent.”
As part of the ceasefire deal,
China agreed to buy a “very substantial amount of agricultural,
energy, industrial, and other
product from the United States to
reduce the trade imbalance between our two countries. China
has agreed to start purchasing
agricultural product from our
farmers immediately.”
However, the exact value of the
purchases had not yet been
agreed, the White House said.

Foreign Minister Wang Yi said
that China would also gradually
solve the “legitimate concerns” of
the US side, but did not elaborate.
He added that both sides would
keep negotiating towards “removing of all additional tariffs”.
Xi and Trump had “friendly
and candid” talks over dinner and
reached an “important consensus”, Wang said.
Dinner discussions about deescalating tensions lasted an hour
longer than expected. Both sides
appeared satisfied at the end of
the gathering, when applause was
heard in the room.
“It’s an incredible deal,”
Reuters cited Trump as saying on
Air Force One. “What I’d be doing
is holding back on tariffs. China
will be opening up. China will be
getting rid of tariffs.”
He said that under the deal,
China would buy a “tremendous
amount of agricultural and other
product” from the United States.
“It’ll have an incredibly positive
impact on farming,” Trump said.
In China, a commentary widely carried by state media and government social media accounts
said China had subdivided 53
“structural issues” raised by the
US into 142 items, and classified

them as either “agreeable for mutual concession”, “negotiable” or
“unacceptable”.
It added that the US had also
“positively addressed” what
Beijing saw as “long overdue”
issues unresolved by Washington.
In addition to trade, Trump
and Xi discussed other issues,
including the US opioid crisis. Xi
agreed to designate fentanyl as a
controlled substance, after complaints that inadequate regulations were hampering American
efforts to stem the flow of
synthetic opioids from China.
Meanwhile, Wang said the US

had agreed to honour the oneChina policy regarding Taiwan,
although the White House statement did not mention this.
The US has in the past acknowledged the one-China position without recognising Beijing’s
sovereignty over Taiwan.
China also expressed support
for Trump meeting North Korean
leader Kim Jong-un for a second
time, with Wang saying the US
had shown appreciation of
Beijing’s role in helping to push
the North on denuclearisation.
The trade deal also gave new
hope to a potential merger of hi-

tech firms. Xi said that he was
“open to approving” the acquisition by US semiconductor company Qualcomm of Dutch chip
maker NXP, according to the
White House statement.
Beijing had blocked the deal
on antitrust grounds, and
Qualcomm then abandoned the
proposal, so it is unclear if it will be
revisited.
Amid reports of the US tightening its visa policy for mainland
scholars and students, Xinhua
quoted Trump as saying to Xi that
the country welcomed Chinese
students.

Hong Kong business leaders hopeful but cautious
Phila Siu
phila.siu@scmp.com
Hong Kong’s business leaders are
cautiously optimistic about a 90day trade truce agreed by China
and the US, hoping the disputes
can be settled within the time
frame as some ponder relocating
factories to Southeast Asia.
For Danny Lau Tat-pong,
honorary chairman of the Hong
Kong Small and Medium Enterprises Association, the truce is
music to his ears.
But Lau, who like many other
Hong Kong businessmen runs
factories in Dongguan city on the
mainland, yesterday made clear
he would not immediately drop
his plans to relocate his aluminium workshops to Southeast Asia.
“I will still continue to conduct
feasibility studies on the relocation. I may still move some factor-

ies, not all of them, to Southeast
Asia,” Lau said.
“Of course, the truce is good
news to me. But we’ll have to see
how things go in the 90 days.”
President Xi Jinping and his
United States counterpart Donald
Trump agreed to the truce following a meeting at the G20 summit
in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Hong Kong’s commerce minister, Edward Yau Tang-wah, said
the latest development would
help ease pressure on the city’s export volumes in the current quar-

The truce may ease pressure on
the city’s export volumes.

ter and the next. “The biggest
worry was a big increase in tariffs
at the start of next year could affect
the number of orders,” Yau said.
Despite tensions brought on
by the trade war, Yau said additional orders had put export figures in positive territory this year.
In a blog post published yesterday, written before the 90-day
truce was announced, Financial
Secretary Paul Chan Mo-po said
he did not expect a single meeting
between the two leaders to resolve
every problem.
“However, we also do not have
to think too pessimistically about
the future. On the one hand,
[China] has stressed all along the
country will continue to reform
and open up, in a bid to improve
the business environment to attract foreign investment,” he said.
“On the other, the concerns on
interest rate [rises] and the trade
conflicts have already caused the

US stock market to drop quite noticeably. Once the trade conflicts
escalate further, there could be a
more substantial impact on the
US’ investment atmosphere or
even its economy.”
Irons Sze Wing-wai, the Chinese Manufacturers’ Association
of Hong Kong permanent honorary president, was optimistic
about where the talks were going.
“The truce is a chance for the US
and China to finally set up a channel to see how they can settle their
differences once and for all,” he
said.
Jimmy Kwok Chun-wah, of the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries, said local companies with
factories on the mainland had
rushed to send their products to
the US before January 1 to avoid
the 25 per cent tariffs originally
scheduled to come into force
then, adding that he hoped the
truce would last longer.

South China Morning Post
- Main

South China Morning Post Business

Our new Monday to Saturday Main section is brighter, easier
to navigate and features insightful and up-to-date news,
analysis and commentary.

Hong Kong’s business leaders need a source of information
they can trust, which is why the South China Morning Post is
the number one publication for Hong Kong’s business elite.

• The most widely read section of the newspaper.

• Covers major business stories, industry updates, management
issues, legal advice, executive moves and more.

• Connects our readers with relevant news, analysis, features and
columns spanning Hong Kong, the Mainland China, Asia and
the world.

• Monday to Saturday.

• Daily sections include: Leading the News, Focus, Hong Kong,
China, Asia, World and Opinion.

DIGEST

Bid to tone down weddings

Yunfeng moves into insurance

Chu disqualified from poll

Weddings have become the latest target for
reform on the mainland, reflecting
government concerns the ritual has become
extravagant and, in some cases, immoral. The
Ministry of Civil Affairs wants people to
celebrate in a more traditional way. > CHINA A8

Yunfeng Financial Group, backed by Alibaba
Group Holding executive chairman Jack Ma,
will use fintech to sell insurance products of
recently acquired MassMutual Asia, filling the
gap in the Hong Kong-listed firm’s portfolio,
chief executive Li Tang said. > BUSINESS B1

Lawmaker Eddie Chu Hoi-dick has been
disqualified from running in a rural
representative election, after an electoral
official said he had “implicitly” maintained his
support for Hong Kong’s self-determination
since 2016. > CITY C1

SUBSCRIPTION COPY
ONLY – NOT FOR SALE

• Monday to Saturday.

PUBLISHED SINCE 1903 / VOLUME 74 / NO 335 SEE LIVE UPDATES AT WWW.SCMP.COM
PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST PUBLISHERS LTD, MORNING POST CENTRE, 22 DAI FAT STREET, TAI PO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TAI PO, HONG KONG. TEL: 2680 8888.
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South China Morning Post
- Special Reports
These sections make sure special interests get the attention they
merit. These professional reports cover a wide range of subjects
from trade and industry topics to lifestyle themes, and national
days to destination guides, these reports are eagerly anticipated
by readers and trade professionals alike.
Our Special Reports target specific audiences and create the
advertising-friendly platform to help you aim at focused and
niche markets.

Sunday Morning Post - Main
Sunday mornings are the perfect time to relax and catch up with
the news at your leisure.
Sunday Morning Post gives our leisurely Sunday readers
top local and global news, thought-provoking opinion and
feature articles, and a more in-depth look at the week’s
important stories.
• Every Sunday.

Themes include:
• Awards & conferences

• Lifestyle

• Banking & finance

• Property

• Country reports

• Sports

• Education

• Technology

• Energy & utilities

• Travel

• Healthcare

• Watches & jewellery

advertising.scmp.com
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Sunday Morning Post
- This Week In Asia

Sunday Morning Post
- Post Magazine

This Week in Asia is a compact news digest that helps business
elites keep pace with fast changing times and available in print
or on the web, scmp.com/thisweekinasia.

Hong Kong’s most prestigious Sunday magazine is now even
glossier and more compelling for readers and advertisers.

• A must-read publication delivering an executive summary on the
weekly whirlpool of business news around Asia and China.
• INMA Global Media Awards 2017 : Best New Print Product

Published as a special supplement to the Sunday Morning Post.

• Insider tips for enjoying Asia’s most exciting city. Fascinating features
from around the world and a Lifestyle section that’s full of the best that
life has to offer.
• Post Magazine has a long shelf life in readers’ homes that ensures
maximum exposure for every client’s advertising.
• Every Sunday.

advertising.scmp.com
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STYLE

XXIV

The city’s most insightful guide to the world of culture and
luxury. The monthly magazine offers an insider’s look at the
things that matter to purveyors of luxury: the business of
style, the excitement of celebrity, and the subtleties of a
cultivatehad lifestyle.

This timepiece-focused luxury publication has been a huge
success, reaching the city’s most affluent and discerning
consumers.

STYLE’s website is the South China Morning Post’s flagship
portal to the world of luxury, with breaking news and feature
articles on fashion, celebrity, art, tech, food and wine, travel and
luxury goods.
STYLE is truly in a class of its own.
• Full circulation with South China Morning Post
• Monthly

Through in-depth interviews and insightful features, XXIV tracks
the lifestyles of Hong Kong’s most influential personalities,
profiling their personal successes and particular choices of
luxury wristwatches. XXIV caters directly to both Hong Kong’s
top consumers as well as upscale mainland visitors, including
business travellers.
• Distribution: South China Morning Post print subscription and selected
VIP database including entrepreneurs, executive management of
HK-listed companies and professionals. Also available at selected
membership clubs, high-end residential clubhouses and private jets.
• Annually - November

advertising.scmp.com
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Global Audience
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SCMP'S GLOBAL DIGITAL AUDIENCE: 19 MILLION MAU

Global Impressions: 450 million Ad impressions per month.
Video Views: 2.4 billion per year
(116m monetizable views per month).

Average dwell time: 3 mins 41 secs
Page Views per UV: 3.82
Gender: 55% Male : 45% Female.
Age: 32% <30
27% 30-39
28% 40-49
13% 50+

Source: Google Analytics, February 2021.

United States

RoW

Southeast Asia

6.3M MAU

7.0M MAU

5.7M MAU

OUR AUDIENCE - INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE

CORPORATE AUDIENCE PROFILE

42%

60%

43%

work for a multinational company¹

manage a team at work¹

make investment decisions at work¹

& CONSUMER AUDIENCE PROFILE

“To industry leaders we represent critical and valuable information relating to Asia's rise as an economic power on the
world stage. We are able to deliver more detailed coverage with a local voice than any other news organisation with over
400 editorial staﬀ based in the region. This means we’re best placed to bring to advertisers the world's business elite in a
trusted and quality environment”.
Ian Hocking, Vice President of Digital.

Source: SCMP Persona Survey May - Jun 2020

OUR AUDIENCE - LOCAL CONSUMERS

“As individuals, the breath of content we cover, from wellbeing to financial markets and from politics to technology (all with a focus
on China and Asia) allows us to drive engagement and relevance for a local audience of influential and wealthy people.
In SEA we typically have the largest reach of ABC1, 18+ of any news publisher, in any given country through SEA”.
Kenny Cheung, Associate Director of Ad Product.

CONSUMER AUDIENCE PROFILE

38%

30%

own at least 2 cars

regularly fly business or
first class

Source: SCMP Polls June - September 2020

60%

25%

are homeowners

earn over USD250k per year

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

SCMP SIGNAL

Keywords

✔

✔

✔

Asia’s first publisher built brand suitability tool.

Meta Data

-

-

✔

Your brand safety is assured whenever you work with SCMP.
We take it so seriously we built our own AI based natural
language processing tool right into the editorial workflow (our
content management system).

Context

✔

✔

✔

Sentiment

-

-

✔

Don’t settle for blunt keyword blacklists that limit your reach and
suppress your results. We analyse every article as it’s written and
pass key information to the adserver so we can make intelligent
placement selections and optimisations in flight.

Suitability

-

✔

✔

100% Coverage

-

-

✔

“Campaigns that use SIGNAL reach up to 55% more users and can receive an
80% uplift in engagement by using context, sentiment and suitability to actively
put your Ads in the right space at the right time”.
Timmy Bankole, Associate Director of Ad Operations.

SEA’s only publisher first-party data platform.
Built for transparent insight, measurement
and campaign activation.
We believe building deeper first-party relationships with our
readers is essential for SCMP and our partners. So in June
2020 we moved to exclusively use 100% first-party IDs and
data.
This means we are already well paced to guide partners
through any changes in privacy regulation and maintain
persistent user level data and IDs.
To unlock the power of these insight SCMP has created a new
privacy compliant platform - Lighthouse. Delivering unique
insights on our audience and how they engage with our
content and Ad Campaigns.
“Today, 100% of targetable SCMP users have a first-party unique ID that
we use to help our advertisers discover, engage, target and retarget with
accuracy”.
Rica Raubenheimer, Digital Product Manager.
https://lighthouse.scmp.com/

